Robert John Malone
‐ Internationally Recognized Sound Healer and Music Producer ‐
‐ Certified Audio Engineer / SAE, Netherlands ‐
‐ Certified Level 2 Dr. Usui Reiki Practitioner ‐
‐ Yin Yoga RYT 200hr ‐

Contact
Tele : 828‐808‐4164
Email : SacredSoundServices@Gmail.com
Web : www.SacredSoundServices.com

“The Future of Medicine shall be of Sound and Color”
‐Hanna Kroeger

‐

My Name is Robert John Malone, for the last decade I have been traveling the United States providing
Sound Healing Sessions & Teaching Sacred Sound Workshops at Yoga Events, Wellness Expo’s &
Transformational Festivals. The Sacred Sound Services I provide are a wide range of Wellness
Modalities including Yoga, Breathwork, Chakra Alignments, Gong Massage, Crystal Acupuncture, Ear
Candling & In‐Depth Sound Therapy Soul Sessions.
All of which are a non‐invasive support system that helps reduce stress by focusing the mind. In
many cases these techniques aide in Mental, Emotional & Physical disorders, due to the fact 80% of
disorders have been shown by science to be the result of Stress. The techniques I teach are tools that
have been shared with me by many enlightened souls on my personal journey of healing. Each tool
guides us towards “Self‐Empowerment” as once learned the tools are easy to apply and with discipline
can be privately practiced to help anyone remain more physically relaxed, emotionally balanced, &
mentally focused as daily life goes on.
Clients I’ve worked with report improvements with many of the following…
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Insomnia
A.D.D. / O.C.D.
Anger Management
Anxiety
Phobias
Depression
Inflammation
Digestion
Pain Management
Poor Blood Circulation
Vision
Hearing
Relationships/Communication Skill

E=MC occurred to me by Intuition, & Music was the driving force behind
that Intuition, my discovery was the result of musical perception.
‐ Albert Einstein ‐

- Event Testimonials –
“ It has been my pleasure to experience the Sound Healing of Robert John Malone in
workshops at my festival ranch 3SidedWhole.com in the desert of New Mexico as well as
at a house concert in my home. I was delighted to immerse myself in his ambient sound
fields, resonant healing tones, personalized gonging and masterful compassionate
explanations of sound and its value for health and well being. Truly the best pure Sound
Healing experiences I have had. I look forward to working with Robert in future festivals,
workshops and sound healing experiences with my clients and family.”
Norman W Katz PhD. // Behavioral Medicine Consultant // normankatzphd.com
Former Clinical Associate Professor, Family Practice and Psychiatry
University of New Mexico Medical School
&
Founder and Director of the Milton H Erickson Institute
of Clinical Hypnosis and Behavioral Sciences of New Mexico

"Robert was amazing to work with. He is authentic in his words and actions; always
present with an open heart. The work we did with him showed his creativity and his
ability to connect with others. We are still getting positive responses from our customers
and the last time we worked with him was over a month ago."
- Dr. Nick Kusturic (Co-owner of DU20 Holistic Oasis)
Email: Dr.Nick@Du20.com

“Robert guided us during our Crown Chakra Attunement Course into deep relaxation
and connection. His gentle approach and exquisite crystal bowls sang our hearts into
bloom.”
- Elaina Beam (Yoga Educator & Host of the Chakra Attunement Course at Du20 Holistic
Oasis) / www.facebook.com/elainabeam

“If we are all beings of energy, than it follows we can be affected by energy”
Dr.Richard Gerber / Author of Vibrational Medicine

– Client Testimonials –

“My experience of working with Robert is simple. I believe in the healing power of music so I
wanted to have him work with me. Spontaneously my son participated in our first two sessions
together. My son was 5 years old at the time and after the two sessions I noticed that my son's nails
were super long and realized it was because he stopped biting his nails!. His father and I had not
put too much attention into the "poor habit" but as a mother I knew it was the result of the sound
healing work we had done with Robert. You may think this is trivial but, how many people do you
know have little nervous habits that they can't get rid of smoking, fidgeting, nail biting, foot
tapping, emotional eating, etc....as an acupuncturist we see these as signs of stress/anxiety or an
inability to be at peace with just being. Robert's work truly brings us into a place of being that as he
puts it is more "Relaxed, Balanced, & Focused" Plain and simple. Thank you Robert.
Stephanie Pierre - Acupuncturist @ DU20 Holistic Center, Delray Beach, FL
Email : Stephaniekiser@hotmail.com

"After my first session with Robert I could tell he had a strong connection with spirit, I have since
worked with him several times to help with stress and have found his sound therapy sessions
continue to be transformational. His approach to healing is simple and grounded in what he terms
"self-empowerment". The tools I learned working with Robert leave me feeling Inspired, more
relaxed & internally recharged, Thank you for your guidance Robert!."
Katrina Pergeaux – Independent Acupuncturist & Body-Worker
Tele: 561- 400 – 6006

"Working with Robert has been a truly unique experience. After just a few sound-healing sessions, I
have felt myself transform in many positive ways. He has a clear understanding of what our spirit
needs. I've always known the power of music but working with Rob's sound bowls is on an entirely
different and deeper level. The energy that he taps into is both freeing and healing. I highly
recommend working with him!"
Kailin Garrity - Singer/ Songwriter
Email : KailinGarrity@Gmail.com

“My first experience with sound therapy. After going through a series of different exercises and
such, I was subjected to some powerful sounds generated by quartz crystal and traditional Tibetan
singing bowls, among other things. After an evening of feeling ‘spaced’ and a subsequent day of
massive detoxification, I feel….Whole. As if the pieces of me have been unified into something much
greater than their sum. I feel more ME than I can ever recall in this lifetime. And it’s incredibly
peaceful. Thanks Robert! A gift like this is beyond worldly value.”
– Chaz – Musician/Singer

John 14‐12 “I tell you the truth, anyone who has faith in thee, can do the
same miracles I have done, & even greater things than these will you do.

